Ford expedition stereo

Discussion in ' 4th Gen - - present ' started by JKautz , Jun 28, Log in or Sign up. Ford
Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to
our use of cookies. Learn More. Jun 28, at PM 1. Just bought a Expedition Max with the A option
package that had a few other options i. My kids are just going to wipe buggers on the inside
anyway. So at miles all the door panels came off, and new speakers went in. Also put in a
Rockford Fosgate PBRX4 amp which fit nicely in the extra space towards the dash under the
center console a bit up from the cupholders. I retained the factory head and spliced in to the
factory harness using line level inputs. Made me queasy in the process, but all went fine.
Project is almost done, and it sounds much better. Not perfect, but not like crap like before. I
can hear the stereo now over the road noise. However, just wanted to post a few ideas that
might help: Easiest point I found to run power for the amp was the grommet for the hood
release cable on the driver side. Tweeter wire feed for front A posts actually split off in the door
at the factory speaker, not the head unit. Made using the aftermarket speaker crossovers
mounted in the door very easy. I retained all factory wiring. Cutting holes in the rear door panel
for new tweeters with a dremel is very easy. Trevin Demby and AKentPhoto like this. Jun 29, at
PM 2. Jun 29, at PM 3. Jun 30, at AM 4. Jun 30, at PM 5. Jul 11, at PM 6. Sep 16, at AM 7. How is
the 3rd row sound after the upgrade? My teenagers complain that they can't hear anything
music or audiobooks in our '19 XLT a Max when we're on the highway in the 3rd row without us
fading to the rear and bumping the volume to the point that the 2nd row kids complain. I've been
contemplating adding speakers to the rear side panels or pillars, but haven't cared enough to
pop the panels off to see what I'd be dealing with. My buddy's '19 a with the 10 speaker setup
has door tweeters that ours doesn't, but doesn't have any speakers further back than the rear
doors -- so I'm not sure if there are factory holes for mounting anything back there. If I can fix
the 3rd row sound by running a new amp and replacing speakers, that's a lot easier that adding
speakers to places that Ford didn't intend Nov 5, at PM 8. Dec 2, at PM 9. Jan 8, at PM You must
log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of ford expedition radio wiring
diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified standard photographic depiction of an electric circuit.
It reveals the elements of the circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power as well as signal
links in between the tools. A wiring diagram typically gives information concerning the loved
one position and also arrangement of devices and terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in
building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would certainly reveal extra information of
the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a more symbolic symbols to
highlight affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is usually utilized to repair troubles as
well as to make certain that all the connections have actually been made which every little thing
is present. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. Architectural circuitry layouts show the approximate places as well as affiliations of
receptacles, lights, and also irreversible electrical solutions in a structure. Adjoining wire
courses could be shown around, where specific receptacles or components must get on a
common circuit. Wiring layouts utilize basic symbols for circuitry gadgets, normally different
from those made use of on schematic diagrams. The electric icons not just reveal where
something is to be set up, however additionally what kind of gadget is being mounted. A
surface area ceiling light is shown by one sign, a recessed ceiling light has a different symbol,
and also a surface area fluorescent light has another sign. Each kind of switch has a different
sign therefore do the numerous outlets. There are symbols that show the area of smoke alarm,
the buzzer chime, as well as thermostat. On huge tasks symbols may be phoned number to
show, for instance, the panel board and also circuit to which the gadget connects, as well as to
identify which of numerous sorts of fixture are to be mounted at that place. A collection of
wiring layouts could be required by the electric examination authority to approve connection of
the home to the general public electric supply system. Circuitry representations will likewise
include panel routines for circuit breaker panelboards, as well as riser layouts for unique
services such as fire alarm system or shut circuit television or various other special solutions.
Discussion in ' 1st Gen - - ' started by aeorn , Oct 21, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies.
Learn More. Oct 21, at AM 1. Only one casualty during disassembly - a plastic mount broke on
the passenger pillar cover. Does anyone have experience with the MACH system? Is there a
second amp for the door speakers that I need to bypass? More to follow. Oct 21, at PM 2. Posts:
5, Likes Received: 1, Joined: Nov 23, Mach stereo systems have two amps, one for the sub, and
one mounted below the head unit in the dash. Sent from my N using Tapatalk. Oct 21, at PM 3. I
don't see anything from the view I have now, I guess I'll tear out more of the center console! Oct
21, at PM 4. It's tough to see. It's be down below the radio. I've never pulled one myself, we had

a member that did months ago. Follow the plugs from the head unit, it should take you to it. Oct
23, at AM 5. Oct 23, at PM 6. Thanks for the info on the amp removal. I remember reading that
the mach system has the separate amp, and the rear 8 inch sub with amp. The one marked
premium stereo has a built in amp, in the head unit, and no sub. I've found that a cleaner sound
and detail to the music, is by separating head unit, making it a preamp only. My previous cars
have always been that way. I've always been an audiophile of sorts, and enjoyed my tunes. The
8inch sub is a weak link on these vehicles. Once your rolling along, most of the bass seems to
go away, particularly listening to cassettes and cd's. That along with a small 35 watt amp,
doesn't help. At least 60 watts is needed to put out a better, deeper sound to fill such a large
area. Oct 23, at PM 7. Oct 23, at PM 8. What kenwood model 8 inch did you install? My bass
goes way down when I start rolling. First vehicle that has done that. Oct 24, at AM 9. Dec 4, at
PM Sorry for the slow follow-up. I decided to be lazy and leave the amp in the dash. I believe it
only powers the front door speakers. They are clearly designed for more power - they're so
hefty, I'm wondering if my Amazon special pioneer's are even an upgrade! Front speakers seem
to put out more power both before and after I installed the new speakers. View attachment You
must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name
or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my
password is: Forgot your password? Automotive wiring in a Ford Expedition vehicles are
becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to the installation of more advanced factory
oem electronics. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing an after market car
stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers,
audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio
electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for your Ford Expedition headlight
bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light
bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified
Life staff has taken all its Ford Expedition car radio wiring diagrams, Ford Expedition car audio
wiring diagrams, Ford Expedition car stereo wiring diagrams, Ford Expedition car radio wiring
schematics, Ford Expedition car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our
visitors for free. Our automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile
electronics rather than spend countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which
Ford Expedition part or component. Use of the Ford Expedition wiring information is at your
own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information
found here to your Ford Expedition. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by
adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please
feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Can the ford expedition radio in the front be
playing on a different station as the radio in the back? Your email address will not be published.
Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life community
by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource,
please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. To replace a
multifunctional car stereo has become a trend for most car owners, for they can not only utilize
the practical features but also entertainment features at the same time. If you own a Ford
Expedition , you can follow the detailed Ford Expedition car stereo installation instruction as a
reference. Using the improper fuse may cause damage of fire, so when replace the fuse, please
consult the professional. Step 8: Remove screws securing radio to the vehicle, and take the
original radio out of the dash. Step Install all screws, trims, panels, bolts and the radio bezel and
AC controls into their original place. The above is all the necessary steps to remove and install
a car stereo in a Ford Expedition. If you have anything you cannot understand, you can consult
a professional or your dealer. This Ford Expedition car stereo is running on an advanced
Android 5. And you can also have a better view of your road ahead. Just install this Ford
Expedition car stereo in your car and make it be your loyal road companion! Your email address
will not be published. Skip to content Skip to main menu Menu. Before connecting, please make
sure the ignition is off to avoid short circuit. Ensure connect the yellow and red power cable at
last. Ensure that all loose wires are isolated with electrical tape 4. Ensure that all ground is
connected to the same place. Remove the trim around gear shifter Step 2: Remove screws
securing center console lid with a screwdriver. Remove screws securing center console lid with
a screwdriver Step 3: Remove the center console trim. Remove the center console trim Step 4:
Remove console side panels on both driver and passenger sides. Remove console side panels
on both driver and passenger sides Step 5: Remove bolts securing radio bezel and AC controls.
Remove the radio bezel and AC controls Step 8: Remove screws securing radio to the vehicle,
and take the original radio out of the dash. Remove screws securing radio to the vehicle, and
take the original radio out of the dash Step 9: Check all the accessories for the new Seicane

stereo. Check all the accessories for the new Seicane stereo Step Connect the harnesses to the
back of the new Seicane stereo. Step Turn on the new Seicane stereo and check whether the
radio is working properly. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Recent Posts. Recent Comments. Discussion in ' 4th Gen - - present ' started by CarlzExpedition
, Dec 7, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use
this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. Dec 7, at PM 1. I have been trying
to find options for upgrading the stereo in my XLT with the 9 speaker 8" sync. My initial thought
is to replace the factory speakers and add a simple 8" or 10" powered sub to fill in the low end. I
can't seem to find a good spot to put the sub that doesn't take up cargo room. Initially I was
thinking a low profile powered 8" or 10" under one of the seats but the 2nd row foot vents are
taking up the space under the front seats, and 2nd and 3rd row all fold down flush. Anybody
know of a stealth sub enclosure that is out yet? Meaning, can I buy a set of replacement
component speakers and just swap them out or do they have built in crossovers? Also
wondering if anybody has messed with the head unit to add an amplifier for a sub, or to power
all the speakers or if everybody is just using high-level inputs? Dec 7, at PM 2. Sent from my
iPhone using Tapatalk. Rancidlunchmeat likes this. Dec 9, at PM 3. It does take away storage
though. Dec 10, at PM 4. I would have loved to grab a limited, but with the black friday deal it
significantly widened the gap between my XLT and the Limited so I couldn't justify the upgrade.
I did see that area, and wondering about doing a custom stealth fiberglass enclosure there. We
will see Dec 11, at AM 5. It does require some cutting of the trim panel. It might possibly fit in
the 4th gen, give them a call and ask. Dec 15, at PM 6. NukeLife and Trevin Demby like this. Dec
18, at PM 7. Looking forward to hearing more about his. I have XLT and want to make
improvements to the audio preferably without changing the head unit. Dec 19, at AM 8. I will see
if i have pics of it anywhere. I could have easily built a truck style wedge box and placed an 8"
or 10" in the same spot between the seats, but i just dont have the time anymore. I have since
moved up to a Skar Audio 8" in a ported enclosure that just sits behind the second row on the
cargo floorboard. Also learned the hard way on my f that high level inputs will sound like crap, I
run the feed through an audio control Lc2i now- made a world of difference. Dec 19, at AM 9.
This was up firing. Dec 26, at PM Digging up an old thread here. Just replaced the rear door
speakers on my XLT, and noticed that when the factory installed the doorpanels, they crimped a
wire bundle both sides between the factory 6" speakers and the grills. It was pushed against t
220 circuit breaker wiring diagram
polaris service manual pdf
2012 ford focus sel owners manual
he speaker cones so hard that it left a 3" permanent crease in the speaker. Basically prevented
the throw of the speaker. So, if you're not happy about the 'tinny' sound of the XLT, and are not
in the mood to upgrade, take a flashlight and shine up into the top of the door panel grill and
see if that wire bundle is sandwiched in there. If so, its a quick job to pop the panel off and cut
the wire tie so the cable is out of the way. That will allow the speaker to actually do its job albeit
not much better. On another note from this thread, any updates on a good solution for a
subwoofer for the XLT? If its like a lot of cars, they run the wires first and determine the trim
level after. So, the wiring could already be there and make life easy to put in a little 8" powered
sub. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet.
Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password?

